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We report on the development of free surface reconstruction algorithms
to predict ocean waves, based on spatial observations made with a high
frequency ASC Flash LIDAR camera. We assume that the camera
is mounted on a vessel, in a forward looking position, and is pointing at
some distance ahead of its path. In its current design, the camera gener-
ates a 64 x 64 matrix of laser rays, providing as many simultaneous mea-
surements of the distance to the ocean surface, every 0.05-0.25 s, in an
angular sector of 15-20 by 9-15 deg. (depending on design assumptions).
From this data and the camera’s location and orientation, the coordinates
of the measured surface points can be generated as a function of time;
this yields a sample of spatio-temporal wave elevation data. Due to wave
shadowingeffects, the density of measurementpoints gradually decreases
(i.e., becomes sparse) with the distance to the camera. Free surface re-
construction algorithms were first developed and validated for linear 1D
and 2D irregular surface models, whose amplitude coefficients are esti-
mated based on minimizing the mean square error of simulated surface
elevations to measurements, over space and time (for a specified time ini-
tialization period). In the validation tests reported here, irregular ocean
surfaces are generated based on a directional Phillips or JS spectrum, and
simulated LIDAR data sets are constructed by performing geometric in-
tersections of laser rays with each generated surface. Once a nowcast
of the ocean surface is estimated from the (simulated) LIDAR data, a
forecast can be made of expected waves ahead of the vessel, for a time
window that depends both on the initialization period and the resolved
wavenumbers in the reconstruction. The process can then be repeated
for another prediction window, and so forth. To reconstruct severe sea
states, however, nonlinear effects must be included in the sea surface rep-
resentation. This is done, here, by representing the ocean surface using
the efficient Lagrangian model Choppy, expressed in a new explicit for-
mulation, which was demonstrated to approximate second-order effects
in waves (Nouguier et al., 2009). In the paper, we develop and validate
the 1D surface generation and reconstruction of irregular sea states using
Choppy.

KEY WORDS: Ocean waves; linear and nonlinear waves; analytical
wave models; free surface reconstruction algorithms; flash LIDAR cam-
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INTRODUCTION

In many ocean engineering applications, where ocean wave information
is needed, it is often sufficient to use phase-averaged wave data, usually
in the form of a directional wave energy spectrum. For some applications,
however, both more accurate and detailed phase resolved, real time, wave
data is required. This is for instance the case for predicting seakeeping
and anticipating the motions of a surface vessel, based on measurements
of the ocean surface made ahead of its trajectory. In such a case, the free
surface must be reconstructed in real time based on measurements, which
requires applying so-called free surface reconstruction algorithms.

Here, we report on the development of such algorithms to predict
the ocean surface based on spatio-temporal data, acquired at a high fre-
quency by a Flash LIDAR camera (designed by Advanced Scientific
Concepts, Inc.; Santa Barbara, California, USA). The camera is mounted
on a vessel (on top of a mast), in a forward looking position, and is point-
ing at some distance ahead of its path. In its currently planned design, the
camera will generate a 64 x 64 matrix of laser rays, providing as many
simultaneous measurements of the distance to the ocean surface. From
this data and the cameras location and orientation, the elevation and hor-
izontal position of the measured surface points can be generated in an
absolute coordinate system.

A shallow angle (vessel mounted) LIDAR scanning system was al-
ready proposed by Belmont et al. (2006), and field tested for wave pro-
filing up to distances of hundreds of meters, for one-dimensional (1D)
cases (i.e., in a vertical plane). As indicated by the authors, as laser rays
are first reflecting off of the nearest ocean wave crests (due to wave shad-
owing effects), the density of measurement points gradually decreases
with the distance to the camera. Hence, this results in a highly spatially
non-uniform distribution of wave elevation values/data (as e.g. sketched
in Fig. 1). To alleviate this problem, Belmont (2007) proposed a remap-
ping technique of such 1D data onto a uniform spatial grid. This method
was tested with some success, for 1D cases, in the present work, but was
found to be hard to use and less accurate for two-dimensional (2D) cases.
Instead, an alternate approach for “enriching” LIDAR data sets of wave
surface elevation was developed and shown to be effective in both 1D and
2D, based on using spatio-temporal data in the free surface reconstruction
algoritms, rather than purely spatial data. This is detailed later.

In the following sections, we present the development and valida-
tion of new free surface reconstruction algorithms based on a linear or
2nd-order representation of 1D and 2D irregular ocean surfaces, whose
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Fig. 1: Sketch of flash-LIDAR angle of view of the ocean surface and
visualization of a few rays (1D situation). Measurement points are sparse
far from the ship.

parameters are estimated based on minimizing the mean-square error of
simulated surface elevations to measurements, over space and time (for a
specified time prediction window). Once sea state is properly estimated,
a prediction of expected waves ahead of the vessel can be made; the pro-
cess is then repeated for another prediction window, and so forth.

While a linear reconstruction should be sufficient for the short term
forecast of moderate sea states, to better estimate more severe sea states,
nonlinear effects must be included in the sea surface representation. The
use of 2nd- and 3rd-order (and even higher-order) free surface mod-
els in reconstruction algorithms was investigated by Wu (2004), Blon-
del (2009), and Blondel et al. (2010). The proposed nonlinear models,
however, were all quite computationally demanding, particularly in a re-
construction mode. Here, we represent nonlinear sea surfaces using the
efficient Lagrangian model Choppy, which was demonstrated to correctly
approximate second-order properties of waves with narrow-banded spec-
tra (Nouguier et al., 2009). A new, more efficient, explicit formulation of
this model is developed and used in the reconstruction algorithms, which
is shown to be accurate enough for most sea states.

OCEAN FREE SURFACE REPRESENTATION

In this work, the ocean surface representation will be either based on
linear superposition (Dean and Dalrymple, 1984) or on the nonlinear
Choppy wave model, which is an extension of Gertsner’s wave theory
(Nouguier et al., 2009), expressed in a new explicit formulation, which
makes it an efficient means of generating synthetic ocean surface with ad-
equate second-order properties. As a reminder, linear Stokes wave theory
shows that for any wave harmonic of wavenumber (wavelength )
and circular frequency , (period ), the dispersion relationship,

with (1)

and group velocity formulation,

(2)

hold at second-order (in water depth , where denotes the gravitational
acceleration). Amplitude dispersion effects, not included in these equa-
tions, only appear at 3rd-order or higher. Other characteristics, such as
wave crest and trough elevations, wave slopes, differ at second-order. In
deep water, Eqs. (1) and (2) simplify to: and .

Hence, the linear superposition, for , of individual
wave harmonics of elevation and direction yields the linear ocean
surface representation, in the plane ,

L ; (3)

where are spatio-temporal phase functions, are mutually
independent (i.e., random) phases, with a set of uniformly
distributed random numbers. Note, one can also denote,

, with
, with , the unit wavenumber vector.

To simplify the following mathematical and algorithm develop-
ments, related to free surface reconstruction, it is more convenient (and
accurate) to use the equivalent linear representation,

L (4)

where are wave harmonic parameters de-
scribing the ocean surface, with,

(5)

The factors constitute a preconditioning, which anticipates the fact
that the harmonic amplitude coefficients are related to the square root of
the energy density spectrum (see below). This preconditioning will make
for better conditioned matrices in the reconstruction algorithms discussed
later.

The Choppy ocean surfaces are obtained from linear surfaces, such
as Eq. (3), based on the transformation,

(6)

where is the spatial Riez Transform (Hilbert Transform in 1D)
of . It can be shown (Nouguier et al., 2009) that this transformation
introduces a phase quadrature with respect to the original signal; hence,
it writes,

(7)

The nonlinear surface, NL is thus implicitly defined as,

NL L (8)

The horizontal displacement is assumed small, so that there are
no multiple-valued points in the abscissa transformation and the corre-
spondence between NL and L is univocal, i.e., for instance in 1D, there
exists an increasing function such that . This is
the case if the condition is satisfied, which imposes a restric-
tion on the ocean surface slopes, since and can easily be shown to
have the same RMS slope. In such a case, Eq. (8) can be made explicit,
providing the approximation,

NL L (9)

which yields the explicit Choppy free surface representation,

NL (10)

(11)

One can assess the accuracy of this approximation, for instance in
1D, by calculating,

NL

(12)
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Fig. 2: Directional JS frequency spectrum for significant wave height
m and peak spectral period s, with spreading exponent

(angular variation deg.), and .

which shows that the relative error in Eq. (9) is on the order of the mean
square slope (i.e., less than 5% for typical ocean surfaces).

In the ocean, we assume that the wave amplitude of each compo-
nent can be found from a (discretized) directional energy density spec-
trum or (these two forms being related through
Eq. (1)), as

(13)

In the following applications, when generating ocean surfaces (whether
linear or nonlinear), we will either assume an omnidirectional discrete
Phillips spectrum (PS),

and (14)

(with maximum wavenumber ) function of wind speed
at 10 m, , and ; or a directional JONSWAP spectrum (JS),
with similar high frequency tail, but more complex variation at lower
frequency, function of a peak spectral period ( is the
peak spectral circular frequency) and peakedness (typically ),
and an analytic directional spreading function ,

(15)

and (16)

with and , a scaling coef-
ficient equal to the inverse of the integral of over the angular domain
(e.g., for ). JS is a two parameters spectrum, usually wind
speed at 10 m, and fetch in direction , with according to Has-
selman’s parameterization,

and (17)

For PS or JS spectra, the sea state significant wave height is related to the
zero-th spectral moment as,

; (18)

where denotes the standard deviation of the ocean free surface. Com-
bining Eqs. (16)-(18), one can also generate a JS spectrum for specified

values.
In the free surface generation using PS or JS spectra, one sets lower

and higher frequency or wavenumber cutoff values ( ) and
uses wavenumbers , defined on a logarithmic scale in between these

values. For PS spectra, in addition to the maximum wavenumber in (14),
one uses m. For JS spectra, one selects the cutoff values on the
basis of a minimum spectral energy threshold, which is a small fraction
(e.g., ) of the peak spectral value. Fig. 2 shows an example
of a directional JS spectrum, for significant wave height m, peak
spectral period s, spreading exponent (angular variation

deg.), , and .

FREE SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS

Assuming a set of observations of the free surface elevation made at
times, using a LIDAR camera with active rays (i.e., actually inter-
secting the free surface), i.e.,

, one wishes to reconstruct the ocean surface geometry over
some specified range of wavelengths: . In the following,
we present reconstruction algorithms based on a linear or Choppy repre-
sentation of the free surface. These consist in optimizing the values of
unknown parameters , by minimizing a cost function expressing
the Root Mean Square (RMS) difference between the reconstructed sur-
face values and the observations.

Due to lack of actual data at this time, we validate the proposed algo-
rithms using numerically simulated LIDAR data on the basis of randomly
generated ocean surfaces on the basis of a specified wave energy spec-
trum, obtained as detailed in the above section (i.e., linear or Choppy).
In the validation applications, both 1D (linear or Choppy) and 2D linear
cases will be presented in this paper. This is detailed later.

Linear Ocean Free Surface Reconstruction

Here, we assume that the observed ocean surface can be represented by
Eq. (4). The simplest minimization of differences between model and
observations can be achieved through applying a straightforward Least
Square Method (LSM). We first define a cost function for the measured
spatio-temporal data points as,

L (19)

where L are the unknown reconstructed surface elevations and
are the observations. An extremum of this function is reached for,

(20)

Elementary algebra leads to the following linear system of equations for
the unknown parameters, for ( ),

(21)

where wave harmonic phases are defined as, .
There are unknowns in these equations. This linear system can
be recast in matrix form as,

; (22)
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where is the vector made of the unknown parameters, and is
the vector,

(23)

and is the matrix, for ,

(24)

The linear system (22) is solved at each time step of data acquisition
(for data acquired at this and earlier time steps), using either the
direct Gauss elimination method or, for larger systems, the more efficient
iterative method GMRES, with the solution at each time being initial-
ized using the converged solution at time (where is the time
step for free surface reconstruction).

Choppy Ocean Free Surface Reconstruction

Here, we assume that the observed ocean surface can be represented by
Eq. (10), using the definition Eqs. (7) of . As before, we use a quadratic
cost function to optimize the reconstructed surface amplitude parameters

) with respect to spatio-temporal observations, as,

NL (25)

The extremum condition is the same as Eq. (20), but now results in a more
complicated nonlinear system of equations for the unknown amplitude
coefficients,

with,

NL

NL

(26)

with the earlier definitions (3), (11) of and .
Similarly to the linear reconstruction, these equations can be recast

in the matrix form of Eq. (22), with,

(27)

and, for ,

(28)

To solve the nonlinear system of Eqs. (22), (27), and (28), we pro-
ceed iteratively. Starting from the solution (i.e., for ) of
the linear system of Eqs. (22), (23), and (24), we then use for the next
iteration in Eq. (26),

(29)

where the right-hand-side values are calculated using coefficients
, and so forth until convergence. This approximation linearizes

the nonlinear system with respect to the amplitude coefficients. In the
applications, it is observed that convergence is usually achieved within
two iterations.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: Application of 1D free surface reconstruction algorithms to a
randomly sampled Choppy irregular sea surface (Phillip’s spectrum, for

m/s, m, generated using 20 frequencies). (a) Using
spatial data at one time step (13 frequencies); (b) Using spatio-
temporal data at 5 time steps (18 frequencies), for s.

APPLICATIONS

Generation and Reconstruction Using 1D Random Data

Figure 3 shows the application of linear and nonlinear (Choppy) recon-
struction algorithms, to a randomly sampled 1D ocean surface generated
using Choppy, based on a Phillips spectrum with m/s (Eq.
(14)). This yields m (Eq. (18)), and m or
in deep water. We simulate the free surface, using harmonics
with logarithmically spaced wavenumbers, m , i.e.,
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Application of 1D free surface reconstruction algorithms to a
LIDAR-like sampled Choppy irregular sea surface (JS spectrum, for

m, s, using 320 frequencies). (a) Using spatial data
at one time step (8 frequencies); (b) Using spatio-temporal data at 5 time
steps (11 frequencies).

wavelengths to 87 m. The corresponding scaled amplitude coef-
ficients to be used for simulating the free surface are randomly
selected using Eqs. (5) and (13) with .

Free surfaces are generated and then propagated in time using Eqs.
(4),(5) and (7)-(11), for linear or Choppy cases, respectively. A series
of observations of free surface elevation are then ran-
domly selected on the simulated ocean surface, over abscissa
to m, for to , with s.
No additional noise, representing experimental errors, is included at this
stage. These data points are used to apply both the linear and Choppy
free surface reconstruction algorithms. In a first test (Fig. 3a), we only
use spatial data at one time step ( ) in the LSM minimization, i.e.,

. In a second test (Fig. 3b), we use spatio-temporal data from 5
successive time steps in the LSM minimization, i.e., .

After some trial and errors, to ensure both convergenceand accuracy
of the results, we specify a number of wavenumbers for the Choppy
reconstruction equals to 1/10th or 1/40th the number of observations in
the first or second tests, or or 18, respectively, corresponding to
as many pairs of unknown coefficients . [Note, it appears that one
needs to reduce the number of coefficients in the Choppy reconstruction,
as compared to a linear reconstruction, in order to obtain a stable solu-
tion. This might be related to stability conditions of the iterative solution
of the Choppy nonlinear system of equations.] These wavenumbers are
also selected logarithmically spaced in a specified useful range, i.e., here
corresponding to wavelengths m, which removes the highest
frequencies from the reconstruction. The LSM optimization algorithm is
applied, which provides coefficient values and allows reconstructing the
estimated free surface (together with the selected wavenumbers).

In Fig. 3 we compare the reconstructed linear or Choppy free sur-
faces to the Choppy surfaces generated at the same time. We see, the
reconstructed surfaces both capture well the salient features of the ac-
tual ocean surfaces, above the 5 m wavelength selected as the higher fre-
quency cut-off in the algorithm. As expected, the nonlinear surface has
sharper crests and wider troughs than the linear surface. In the first test
(a), the RMS difference between reconstructed and initial Choppy sur-
faces is m (with for the linear reconstruction).
In the second test (b), this difference is only in average
m (and for the linear reconstruction) for 5 successive time steps

of reconstruction, each using 5 time steps of data (i.e., the current and
four earlier ones). This can be considered as good.

Generation and Reconstruction using 1D LIDAR Data

Here, we apply the reconstruction algorithms to the more realistic case of
an irregular ocean surface corresponding to a JONSWAP energy density
spectrum (Eqs. (15)-(17)), with significant wave height m and
peak spectral period s (as for the earlier Phillips spectrum),
and (e.g., Fig. 2 for ). The spectrum has been cut-
off in the lower and higher frequency ranges where the energy density
falls below 0.005% of the spectral peak. This yields a circular frequency
range, r/s. Ocean surfaces are generated based on this
spectrum, as before, using a random phase method. Here, we use 320
individual frequencies over the selected frequency range; corresponding
wavenumbers are calculated using the linear dispersion relationship (1):
assuming deep water waves, we have, , which yields

m or wavelengths varying from 1.56 to 244 m.
We then create a simulated LIDAR data set by calculating the geo-

metric intersections of LIDAR rays with the simulated free surfaces as a
function of space and time (e.g., Fig. 1). In the following, we assume
that the camera is located at , m; the LIDAR main axis
of view points at a distance m ahead; the vertical aperture is

deg.; there are rays in the vertical plane; the LIDAR
acquires simultaneous data at a 20 Hz frequency (i.e., every 0.05 s).

Figure 4 shows results of the application of the interface reconstruc-
tion algorithm to 0.25 s worth of simulated LIDAR data obtained from
a Choppy ocean surface generated at times s. No addi-
tional noise, representing experimental errors, is included at this stage.
For the selected geometry and LIDAR parameters, 117 to 122 data points

(i.e., ) are obtained on the
free surface at each time step (e.g., as shown on the figure for time
s) and a new set of coefficients is calculated based on those,
for each selected time (i.e., here for 10 surface realizations over 0.45 s).
These data points are used in the linear free surface reconstruction algo-
rithm. In a first test, we only use spatial data for one time step at a time
in the LSM minimization, i.e., . In a second test, we use
spatio-temporal data from 5 successive time steps in the LSM minimiza-
tion, i.e., .

After some trials and errors, we specify a number of wavenumbers
for the reconstruction equals to 1/15th or 1/60th the number of obser-

vations in the first or second test, or or 11-12, corresponding
to as many pairs of unknown coefficients . These wavenumbers
are selected logarithmically spaced in the USV expected useful range

m , i.e., wavelength to 80 m. The LSM opti-
mization algorithm is applied, which provides values of these coefficients
and allows reconstructing the estimated free surface (on the basis of the
selected wavenumbers).

Figure 4 shows the reconstructed free surface for these 2 tests (the
latter for s), as compared to the initially simulated surfaces.
We see, despite the paucity of data for the more distant waves (which
is an expected characteristics of LIDAR data) and particularly behind
wave crests, as for purely random data selection, the reconstructed sur-
faces capture well the salient features of the actual ocean surfaces, above
the 5 m wavelength selected as the higher frequency cut-off in the al-
gorithm. In the first test (a), the RMS difference between reconstructed
and initial surfaces using Choppy is m (averaged over
10 time steps; the corresponding difference is using linear re-
construction). In the second test (b), this difference is only in average

m, averaged for 5 successive time steps of recon-
struction, each using 5 time steps of data (the current one and 4 earlier
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ones); this difference is using linear reconstruction. This can be
considered as quite good as confirmed by visual observation. Only the
higher-frequency waves, below the selected 5 m wavelength cutoff, are
not well reconstructed.

Fig. 5: Typical simulated 2D-LIDAR data for 128 x 128 rays (15,063
actual data points), with the camera located at , m, and a
vertical aperture deg. and horizontal aperture deg. Note
the large number of missing data points behind the first wave crest, due
to shadowing effects.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6: (a) Simulated and (b) reconstructed ocean surfaces at s,
using 2D-LIDAR data for 64 x 64 rays ( LIDAR observa-
tions for 6 time frames, for s).

Reconstruction and Forecast using 2D LIDAR Data

Forecasting 2D ocean surfaces on the basis of reconstruction with LIDAR
data is the main goal of this work. To validate the 2D algorithms in this
respect, we have slightly adjusted the LIDAR camera parameter down to
a minimum configuration ( x 64 rays; i.e., there are
4,096 LIDAR rays) and frequency of data acquisition (4Hz;
s), which should represent an achievable hardware in a near-future. The
camera is located at , m, with its main axis of view
pointing at a distance m ahead; the vertical aperture is
deg. and the horizontal aperture is deg.

We randomly generate linear 2D surfaces, on the basis of a JS direc-
tional energy density spectrum, with , , and a spreading
angle discretization of 10 deg., from -90 deg. to +90 deg. We again use
a significant wave height m and peak spectral period
s (Fig. 2). Other parameters and are as before. The latter are
projected over each spectral direction to yield wavenumber vectors

. The LIDAR ray intersections with the free surface are suc-
cessively calculated in each vertical plane; Fig. 5 shows an example of
simulated 2D-LIDAR data points.

We create a simulated 2D LIDAR data set for 6 time frames of ocean
surface, from s; this yields a total of simulated
LIDAR observations. Figure 6 shows the linearly generated and recon-
structed surfaces at s, using this LIDAR data. Based on earlier
tests, we use wavenumbers in each direction, which as before
are selected logarithmically spaced within the interval m .
With these parameters, 225 pairs of coefficients are calculated
in the LSM minimization. As in 1D, the reconstructed free surface based
on these values captures well the salient features of the generated ocean
surface. The RMS difference between these is m over
the grid,and it is only m when calculated at the LIDAR
data points.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7: Same case and parameters as in Fig. 6, at s: (a) direct
propagation of ocean surface simulated at (Fig. 6a); and (b)
forecast ocean surface on the basis of reconstruction at (Fig.
6b).

A forecast of the generated and reconstructed ocean surfaces is now
made, which is shown in Fig. 7, by marching the time variable forward.
A rigorous analysis of the predictable area in space-time for a directional
wavefield was proposed by Wu (2004), who showed that, for a single
probe (i.e., one spatial data point), the maximum predictable time is a
function of the slowest and fastest wave components (in terms of group
velocity, Eq. (2), i.e., and , respectively), that “cross” the
initialization period (1.25 s here),

(30)
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Fig. 8: Case of Fig. 6: 2D vertical slices in data, in a few directions (in-
dex: 16,24,32 (middle),40,48) of vertical LIDAR planes. Blue: generated
forecast; Green: reconstructed forecast.

The same work also showed how this prediction period can be ex-
tended by increasing the number of “wave probes”. For

m , the minimum and maximum group velocities of directional
wave components are, , m/s; hence, the fore-
cast for one probe is limited to s in the future. Although we
did not perform any detailed calculation for the large number of spatial
“probes” that the intersecting LIDAR rays constitutes, we verify in the
following that s is still at or near the upper bound of what is
acceptable for an accurate enough forecast in the selected spatial area.
More work is clearly needed to better establish the relevant value of
as a function of all the problem’s parameters.

Thus, Fig. 7a shows the simulated ocean surface of Fig. 6a, propa-
gated to s, and Fig. 7b similarly shows the re-
constructed surface of Fig. 6b, propagated to the same time level. [Note,
the propagation is simply done by reevaluating the algebraic equations
describing the free surface for a different time, but using otherwise the
same wavenumbers , circular frequencies and amplitude
coefficients as for the reconstruction. Also note, for the sim-
ulated surface, there are 6,400 component vectors in the random phase
generation based on the JS spectrum with , and for the recon-
structed surface, there are only 15 x 15 = 225 component vectors in the
present case.] We see that, while the general features of the surface of Fig.
7a are overall well predicted in Fig. 7b, these are no so well predicted near
the border of the domain. Because of this the RMS difference between
these surfaces on the original distorted grid is larger, at
m, than for the nowcast at , which is to be expected.

A closer inspection of the discrepancies between both surfaces in
Fig. 8, however, for a series of vertical cross-sections in the surfaces of
Fig. 7, indicates that the agreement between both surfaces is much better
along a strip near the middle of the domain, which would likely encom-
pass the path of a vessel traveling in this direction in an actual situation.
We clearly see that larger discrepancies only occur near the sides of the
domain (in Fig. 7b, mostly at a few spots on the far side). Accordingly
the RMS difference between the 2 surfaces on the original distorted grid
is reduced, at m, when using angular directions for in-
dices 16-48. [Note, if one performs the forecast for s in the
future, the latter error becomes m, which is too large. To
achieve a more accurate longer term forecast, one would need to use a
larger number of time steps/frames than 6.]

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown in this work that both 1D and 2D irregular ocean surfaces
can be reconstructed as a nowcast, on the basis of unevenly distributed
simulated LIDAR observations. Both linear and Choppy free surfacegen-
eration and reconstruction algorithms were developed and validated. The
best results are obtained when the LIDAR data set combines both spatial
and temporal data (typically for 5-6 successive frames), which is easy to
achieve in practice, considering the fairly high frequency of data acquisi-
tion of the anticipated typical LIDAR camera (i.e., 4-20 Hz). In the case
of a 2D linear reconstruction using spatio-temporal data, we show that a
short term forecast of the ocean surface in a fairly wide strip in the main
aiming direction of the camera (i.e., also the trajectory of a vessel), can
be accurately and efficiently (i.e., analytically) generated.

A larger data set (i.e., in terms of number of LIDAR rays/data points
and frames) allows both for a higher-resolution reconstruction of the
ocean surface (i.e., using a larger number of wave harmonics, providing
a better coverage of the relevant frequency range), and a more accurate
reconstruction (in terms of RMS difference with the initial surface), par-
ticularly in shadow areas behind wave crests. In such a case, the forecast
is also expected to be of better quality and to stay reliable for a longer
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term forecast.
Linear or Choppy reconstructions of the ocean surface were per-

formed for both 1D and 2D cases. In the latter case, the use of the ef-
ficient iterative solver GMRES allows for a fast and accurate solution
in less than 1 s CPU on a standard laptop, without any particular opti-
mization and using the interpreted Matlab software. Clearly, a multiple
core or GPU implementation in a compiled language would reduce this
time by 1-2 orders of magnitude. This optimization part of the numer-
ical model will take place in future work. The free surface generation
and reconstruction based on the Choppy model was only implemented
and validated in 1D, and the extension and validation of the 2D-Choppy
free surface reconstruction will also be performed in future work. Addi-
tionally, future work will also include, the systematic assessment of the
sensitivity of results (i.e., free surface reconstruction) to various numeri-
cal and model parameters and also to the presence of noise/measurement
error in simulated LIDAR data. Importantly, one would also assess the ef-
fect of the motion of the vessel, on which the LIDAR camera is mounted,
on the spatio-temporal reconstruction of the ocean surface.

Finally, when relevant hardware becomes available in this project,
one will start using actual LIDAR data and adapt the various algorithms
accordingly, if necessary.
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